
Examination in
Digital Image Processing, TSBB08

Time: 2016-10-22, 14.00-18.00

Location: U14 and U15

Examiner: Maria Magnusson will visit the classrooms at 15.00 and 16.50,
tel. 281336, 073 - 804 38 67

Permitted
equipment: Calculator: basic, scientific or graphing with empty memory

OH-film

Dictionaries:
English to Swedish/German/French/Italian/Spanish/Chinese etc.

The following tables:
0) “Formula collection for Digital Image Processing” (supplied)
1) “Formler och tabeller” by Söderkvist
2) “Formelsamling i Signalteori” by Henriksson/Lindman
3) “Tables and Formulas for Signal Theory” by Mikael Olofsson
4) “Beta”
5) “Physics Handbook”
6) “Transformteori sammanfattning, formler & lexikon”

by Kurt Hansson
7) “Formelsamling för Signaler och System”

by Lasse Alfredsson (Color: Light blue/pink)
8) “Formelsamling för Fourieranalys” (Color: Orange)

Grades: 21-30 points : grade 3
31-40 points : grade 4
41-50 points : grade 5

Posting date: The grade list will be posted by 2016-11-07

No. problems: The examination contains 7 problems
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1 Interpolation (5p)

See the little figure below. The pixels are placed at integer positions. The center of
the pixels are marked with a black dot. The dark pixels have value 0 and the bright
pixels have value 1. To interpolate intermediate values, bilinear interpolation with
Λ(x) ·Λ(y) or bicubic16 interpolation withh(x) ·h(y) can be used. The equations
for these two interpolation methods are

Λ(x) =

{

1− |x|, |x| ≤ 1,
0, |x| ≥ 1.

and

h(x) =







(a+ 2)|x|3 − (a+ 3)x2 + 1, |x| ≤ 1,
a|x|3 − 5ax2 + 8a|x| − 4a, 1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2,
0, elsewhere.

where you can seta = −0.5.

x

y

a) Calculate the value in(x, y) = (0.8, 0.4) with bilinear interpolation. (1p)

b) Calculate the value in(x, y) = (0.8, 0.4) with bicubic16 interpolation. (1p)

c) Calculate the value in(x, y) = (0.8,−0.4)with bicubic16 interpolation. (1p)

d) Bilinear interpolation cannot produce negative values for a positive image,
but bicubic16 can. Explain how you can see this by just looking at the
interpolation kernelsΛ(x) andh(x). (1p)

e) By accepting negative interpolation values forh(x), you obtain an advan-
tage compared to bilinear interpolation. Which advantage? (1p)
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2 Discrete filtering (9p)

The figure below shows how to increase the sharpness of an image.

A
B

a) See figure. Which convolution kernel has been used inA? Select from the
following kernels:

0 -1 0
-1 4 -1
0 -1 0

,
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

,
1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1

/16,
1 0 -1
1 0 -1
1 0 -1

/6,
0 -1 -1
1 0 -1
1 1 0

/6 (1p)

b) See figure. Which operation has been used inB? (1p)

c) See figure. Describe in terms of low and high frequencies what happens to
the images. (1p)

d) There exits many variants of discrete negative Laplacianfilter kernels. How-
ever, there are a few things that always must be fullfilled. Mention the three
things that characterize a negative Laplacian filter kernel! (2p)

e) One common way to make a lowpass filter is to sample and truncate the
Gaussian function followed by a scaling. Let

g(x) = e−0.5(σx)2

Setσ = 1 and the sampling distance∆ = 1. The desired filter kernel is
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ĝ = d c b a b c d /e

First determine a, b, c and d. Then explain how to compute a suitable scal-
ing with e. Then compute e. (3p)

f) A 2D lowpass filter kernel iŝg2 = ĝ ∗ ĝT , whereT denotes transpose and∗
denotes convolution. Letf(x, y) be an image. There are now two ways to
lowpass filter this image,
fsmooth(x, y) = ĝ ∗

(

ĝT ∗ f(x, y)
)

or
fsmooth(x, y) = ĝ2 ∗ f(x, y).
Which procedure is probably the fastest? Motivate your choise by calculat-
ing the number of multiplications per pixel in the two cases.(1p)

3 Color (5p)

The chromaticity diagram is shown below. Around the thick border are the spec-
tral colors located, red at 700nm, then yellow, green at 520nm and blue at 400nm.
An LCD screen has the three primary colors R, G and B. These are marked in the
diagram.

B

400nm

700nmR

G

GOLD

y

x

520nm

a) Where is magenta? How can we experience magenta? (1p)

b) Which approximate mixture of R, G and B will give us GOLD (alsomarked
in the figure)? (1p)

c) Which colors can be produced by the LCD screen? This area has aregular
shape. Describe it exactly! (1p)
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d) The colors in the area surrounded by a dashed line can be produced by a
high quality printing device. What is the reason to the irregular shape of the
area? (1p)

e) The axes are denotedx andy, which are two of the three trichomatic coeffi-
cients,x = X/(X+Y +Z), y = Y/(X+Y +Z) andz = Z/(X+Y +Z),
whereX, Y andZ are the tristimulus. What are these colors? How can they
be produced? How was the chromaticity diagram established?(1p)

4 Form factor (5p)

See the figure below that shows an object to the left and illustrations of two types
of chain code to the right.

point chain code indicated

object with 4−
point chain code indicated

object with 8−

The form factorP2A is defined as

P2A =
P 2

4πA
,

whereP is the perimeter andA is the area.

a) Give the chain code for the upper right object. You can choose the starting
point and the appropriate direction code. (1p)

b) Give the chain code for the lower right object. You can choose the starting
point and the appropriate direction code. (1p)

c) Compute two variants ofP2A for the left object, based on 4- and 8-point
chain code, respectively. Call themP2A4 andP2A8. (2p)

d) The form factors works better on large objects, butP2A4 will work less
well on some types of objects. Give an example whereP2A8 works rather
good, butP2A4 works bad. (1p)
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5 Thresholding (6p)

An image with a bright object and a dark background can often be thresholded to a
binary image. The least error method is an automatic iterative method that models
the histogram as the sum of two weighted normal distributions. The equation for
the thresholdT can be derived to

−2 lnP0 + 2 ln σ0 +

(

T − µ0

σ0

)2

= −2 lnP1 + 2 ln σ1 +

(

T − µ1

σ1

)2

, (1)

whereµ0, µ1, σ0 andσ1 denote the means and standard deviations of the two
normal distributions.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

a) See the little histogram in the figure above. Suppose the starting threshold
T0 = 5.4. To compute the threshold for the next iterationT = T1 in equa-
tion (1) some values must be computed,P0, σ0, µ0, P1, σ1, µ1.
Today you only need to computeP0, σ0 andµ0! (3p)

b) Equation (1) gives two solutions forT . Describe a rule for how to choose
the appropriateT = T1. (1p)

c) Suggest a suitable stopping criteria for the least error method. (1p)

d) Describe briefly the idea behind Otsu’s thresholding method. (1p)

Hint: The mean and the standard deviation of the full histogram is calculated as

m =

∑8
f=1 p(f) · f
∑8

f=1 p(f)
, s =

√

√

√

√

∑8
f=1 p(f) · (f −m)2

∑8
f=1 p(f)

.
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6 Correlation and continuous Fourier transforms (10p)

Correlation is an appropriate operation when you want to detect objects and their
location in an image. In the figure below,g(x, y) is the matching kernel and
f(x, y) andh(x, y) are the images. The imagef(x, y) can be described by

f(x, y) = Π(x+ 3) · Π(y + 2)

x

y

g(x,y)

−4 −2 0 2 4

−4

−2

0

2

4

x

y
f(x,y)

−4 −2 0 2 4

−4

−2

0

2

4

x
y

h(x,y)

−4 −2 0 2 4

−4

−2

0

2

4

a) Compute the correlation(g2f)(x, y).

(g2f)(x, y) = F−1 [G∗(u, v) · F (u, v)]

(4p)

b) Explain how the position of the rectangle inf(x, y) can be obtained from
(g2f)(x, y). (1p)

c) Another slightly different correlation variant, is the symmetrical phase fil-
tering. (We have not talked about it in the course, but you should have
mathematical skills to handle it.) The equation is

(g2f)s(x, y) = F−1

(

G∗(u, v) · F (u, v)

|G(u, v)| · |F (u, v)|

)

Compute the result! (It will contain only dirac impuls(es)!)(3p)

d) What is the problem if you try to obtain the position of the rectangle in
h(x, y) by using[g2h](x, y)? Suggest one alternative method and give the
corresponding equations by modifying the following equation. (2p)

[g2h](x, y) =
∞
∑

α=−∞

∞
∑

β=−∞

[g(α, β)] · [h(x+ α, y + β)]
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AID code:

7 Morphological algorithms and distance maps (10p)

a) See the figure below. Make a distance map outside the pixel marked with
zero (0). Due to symmetry, you do not need to fill in the values in pixels
marked with a dot. Used(4), d(8), andd(oct) metric. (3p)

d

0 0

d (oct)(8)d(4)

0

b) The upper right pixel is marked with a thick frame. Compute the absolute
error in this pixel compared to the true Euclidian distance.Do this for all
three distance maps. Then rank them and comment on the result. (2p)

c) Morphological processing can be utilized to obtain the approximateconvex
hull of an object. The full algorithm can be described as

X i
k =

(

X i
k−1(∗)B

i
)

∪X i
k−1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, 2, 3, ...

whereF (∗)G means “G found a match in F” and∪ means union. Moreover
A = X i

0, i.e. the original object. Then the preliminary convex hullC1(A) is
recieved by

C1(A) =
4
⋃

i=1

Di,where Di = X i
k for k converging.

Use the structuring elementsBi:

B1 =
1 - -
1 0 -
1 - -

, B2 =
1 1 1
- 0 -
- - -

, B3 =
- - 1
- 0 1
- - 1

, B4 =
- - -
- 0 -
1 1 1

where0 is the center of the structuring elements.
The final convex hullC2(A) can be recieved by “considering vertical and
horizontal directions” as shown in the lecture.

If you like, you can hand in this paper to save your time!
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AID code:

Fill in the images below! (4p)

0
1A=X 1

1X X 1
2

X 1
3 C1(A) C2(A)

d) What is theconvex hull of the object below-left? Sketch it below-right! (1p)

If you like, you can hand in this paper to save your time!
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